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We prove the following extension of Tur/m's theorem, conjectured by Erd6s. Let 
tr(n) be the number of edges in the r-partite Tur~in graph Tr(n ) of order n, and 
suppose G is a graph of order n with at least tr(n ) edges. Then either G = Tr(n ) or 
else there is a vertex x such that the subgraph spanned by the neighbours of x 
contains at least tr ~(d) + 1 edges, where d is the degree ofx.  Furthermore d > ern, 
where c r is a constant. 
Straightforward reasoning shows that for every r/> 1 and n ~> 1 there is a 
unique r-partite graph of order n that has maximal size. This is the so-called 
Tur~in graph, denoted by Tr(n), which is a complete r-partite graph with at 
least [n/rl and at most In~r] vertices in each class. Turhn's theorem [5] 
states that if a graph G of order n has at least tr(n ) edges, where 
tr(n ) = e(Tr (n ) )  , then either G is exactly Tr(n), or else it contains a K ~+ l, a 
complete (r + 1)-graph. The aim of this note is to prove a stronger theorem, 
conjectured by Erdfs [2], that sheds some light on the way K r+ l's are forced 
in a graph with many edges. (For notation not defined here and for results 
related to Turhn's theorem see [1 ], especially Chap. VI.) Erd6s conjectured 
that if e(G") > tr(n) then there is a vertex x in G with d(x) > crn such that 
G[F(x)], the subgraph spanned by the neighbours of x, contains at least 
t~_l(d ) + I edges, where d=d(x) .  Obviously this would imply Tur~in's 
theorem, even without the condition that d(x) > Crn. The Tur/m graph shows 
that we cannot hope for c~ > (I - 1/r). Consequently the lower bound we get 
on d(x), namely, d(x) > n(1 - I / r -  1/(I + x/r)), is a good one. 
THEOREM. Let G be a graph of order n with m >I tr(n) edges. Then either 
G= Tr(n ) or else there is a vertex x such that G[/'(x)], the subgraph 
spanned by the neighbours of x, contains at least tr_l(d) + 1 edges, where 
d = d(x). Furthermore d(x) > n(1 - 1/r - 1/(1 + V~)). 
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The second alternative asserts exactly that the vertex x is in at least 
tr_l(d ) + 1 triangles. We attempt to find such a vertex by estimating the 
number of triangles in G in terms of the degree sequence dI ~< d E ~ -. .  ~ d n .  
As usual [3, 4], we start by noting that there are Y~ (aEi) paths of length 2 in 
G. Denote by q the number of (unordered) triples of vertices spanning at 
least one path of length 2 and let k 3 = k3(G ) be the number of triangles in G. 
Then 
q = -- 2k 3 . (1) 
1 
However, for the number of broken triangles, that is, triples spanning exactly 
two edges, we have 
n 
q _ k3 ~ 1 Z di(n - 1 - di). (2) 
This is because a vertex of degree d is a vertex of degree one in at most 
d i (n -  1 -d i )  broken triangles, and each broken triangle has two vertices of 
degree one. 
Relations (1) and (2) imply 
n 
3k 3 >1 ~ d~ -nm,  (3) 
1 
with equality if and only if for each vertex x every vertex adjacent to x is 
joined to every vertex not adjacent to x, that is, G is a complete s-partite 
graph for some s. We define the function g(d) for integral d as follows. 
Let D = 6(Tr(n)) = In(1 -- 1/r)]. Note that t r _  l(d + 1) -- tr_ l(d) = 
[ ( r - -2 )d / ( r -  1)] and so the function d 2 -  L_a(d) is convex. Put 
g(d) = d 2 - tr_ ,(d ), d ~ D + 2, 
( = 2D+l - -  rZ  ]- (d -O)+D2- t~_a(D) ,  d~D+I .  
(Note that for d ~< D + 1, g(d) is a straight line.) Then g(d) = d 2 - t r_ l(d) 
for D ~< d~< D + 1, and so g(d) is convex; furthermore g(d) <<. d 2 - tr_~(d). 
Next we define f (d )  = d z - g(d) (whence f (d )  >1 tr_ l(d)). Thus, 
f (d )  = t r_,(d), d > D, 
=dE-ad+b,  d~D,  
where A = [D / ( r -  1)l, a = D + 1 + A and b-  t r_ I(D)-1-D(1 + A). 
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On the assumption that no vertex of degree d is in more than f(d) 
triangles, we get 
n 
y' f(d,) > 3k 3, 
1 
and consequently from (3) we have 
~ (d~-f(d,))<~nm=89 di. 
1 1 
(4) 
We know that for d ~ 0 the function g(d)---d 2 - f (d )  is convex. Therefore 
for a fixed value of m the left hand side of (4) attains its minimum over all 
integer partitions 2m = d~ + dz + ... + dn if and only if d n ~< d l+ 1. Denote 
this minimum by M(m). In particular if m = tr(n ) the unique partition 
attaining the minimum of the left hand side is the degree sequence of Tr(n). 
We know from the derivation of (4) that for this sequence quality holds in 
(4), since in this casef (d i )  ---- t~_l(di), 1 <<. i<~ n. 
Patently each time we increase m ~ t~(n) to m + I the minimum M(m) of 
the left hand side is increased by 
g(d~ + 1) + g(d 2 + 1) - g(d~) - g(d2) 
[ ( r -2 )d l ]  [ ( r - -2 )d2]  
=2d l+ l+2dz+l - /  r - - i  - r -1  / 
>~dl +d2 + 2>~n+ 1, 
whereas the right hand side increases by exactly n. Consequently (4) holds if 
and only if G has the degree sequence of Tr(n) and equality holds in (3). We 
know that equality in (3) implies that G is a complete s-partite graph for 
some s, so in this case G = Tr(n ). 
Evidently then if G ~ T~(n) there is some vertex x of degree d which is in 
at least f(d)+l>~t~_~(d)+l triangles. It only remains to show that 
d>n( l -1 / r -1 / (1  +V/7)); for the proof we may assume d<.D. Then 
f (d )=d 2 -ad+ b; but since x is in more than f(d) triangles we have 
f(d) < (a2). Consequently d2 - (2a - 1 )d+ 2b < 0, i.e., 
d > a - ~ - V/(2a - 1)2 - 8b 
2 
Now (2a -- 1) 2 -- 8b = (2D + 1 + 2A) 2 - 8 t r _ l (D) - -  8D - 8DA ='8(  ~ 
8tr_,(D ) + 8(A~ - ' )  + 1. However (~)--tr_,(D) is the number of edges in 
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the complement of Tr_I(D ) and is at most (r--1)(A2+2), 
(2a -  1 )2 -  8b ~< 8r(a2+l) + 1 <.4r(A +_~)2. Thus, 
d>a-2-  +T  ~ 
=D+ (A + 1)  (1 -- V/;) 
D 1 1 +T(-VT) l+v/; 
>n (1 - -1 ) (  1 ,+V/~) - - -~  - 1  1 ( ,+V~,  
(1 1) 




Zealous readers may have discovered that this note was written in St. Tropez; the authors 
wish to thank Lord Kaldor for the hospitality shown them there. 
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